
 

 

 

The Bring In Take Out – Living Archive (LA) Sarajevo Edition will be conducted through the process of 

creating of a temporary public working and exhibition space on the location of ex military complex Maršal 

Tito, today fragmented urban area with several functions: University Campus, American Embassy, destroyed 

buildings with spontaneous urban greening, private hotel and a tennis club with a swimming pool, 

construction waste dump, etc. 

  

Above mentioned process of creating of the new city space includes recycling/reuse of the  already existing 

object (Kiosk) that is abandoned on the construction waste dump within the former military complex through 

experimental architectural workshop: 

  

Re:making Our City 

  

The workshop will be lead by an architect Armina Pilav and will take place from 11th until 27th of September 

2012. It is an open workshop to all citizens and interested students from faculty of architecture, fine arts, 

sociology, landscape, etc. 

  

During the workshop the ex military area is going to be observed as part of the overall Sarajevo urban 

context in past and present. Kiosk will serve not only as an experimental object for urban recycling and the 

reuse of different materials, but also as a common space for the imagination and creation of new urban 

scenarios, as well as a metaphor of a new city. 

  

                           
 

The workshop will start on 11th September at 10:00 am. The meeting for all interested will be held inside 

University Campus in front of the Human Right Center of the University of Sarajevo.  

 

Application for the workshop participation can be done here, or at the first workshop meeting or via e mail: 

arminapilav@gmail.com.  

 

Workshop location visit and preliminary working program will be presented during the first meeting. 
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Following up the Re:making our city workshop we will open the third, Sarajevo edition of The Bring In 

Take Out Living Archive (LA) and continue to work on, about , with and towards commons from 27th until 

30th September in Sarajevo, space around Human Rights Center of the University of Sarajevo (University 

Campus) 

 

As with the Sarajevo LA edition, Red Min(e)d in collaboration with partners wishes to challenge the meaning 

of commons through the process of reflecting, articulating and building up a social space by architectural, 

artistic and curatorial means. Inside the former army base Josip Broz Tito that was in the meantime 

transformed into the Sarajevo University Campus, we are setting a temporary object – the architectural 

artwork of Armina Pilav back to back with a playground – a collective artwork of Sarajevo based artists 

where and around where 3rd edition will happen. Through the sound performance by Irena Tomažin as well 

as the Curatorial Forum involving local and international speakers ( Amila Puzić and Anja Bogojević, Antonia 

Majača, Jelena Vesić, Lala Raščić, Valentina Pellizzer among others) and the Living Archive lab*, we 

continue to work towards the creation of a common ground for voicing out emerging subjects. 

 

 

*The Living Archive lab consists of working “stations”: The Reading Room with publications and 

presentations, Digital Oven and Perpetuum Mobile - a compilation of video works as well as some other 

digitized art projects presented at every LA edition and which is growing on the basis of a continuous open 

call. We are looking forward to your contributions. More on the Perpetuum Mobile call here: 

(http://bringintakeout.wordpress.com/open-calls/perpetuum-mobile/) 

 

 

 

Armina Pilav - born in Doboj (Bosnia and Herzegovina) in 1981 
arminapilav@gmail.com 
 
Lives and works between Sarajevo (B&H) and Venice (IT). At the moment, Armina is doing a Ph.D. in 
Urbanism at the Doctorate school of IUAV in Venice. Her research topic is Imagining, Contesting, Planning 
the City and the Territory: Sarajevo as a Case Study and is focused on the characteristics of the 
contemporary city that recently experienced the war or other urban conflict. It includes the territory as a 
concept that contains rural and urban, social and cultural, physical and symbolic spaces and people’s 
imagery's about it. As a citizen, architect and an artist Armina was always interested in the processes of 
interactions between citizens and the city. She developed, implemented and is still working on different 
architectural/artistic projects related to the temporary urban transformations through urban recycling 
processes where the citizens are involved from the beginning to the end of the process. Armina Pilav is an 
active member of the Association for Culture and Art CRVENA, Sarajevo. 
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